
Report by Andrew Dean 

There are two essentials for the sport of dinghy racing: water and wind. On a glorious, cold Sunday                  

morning the very full West Baldwin reservoir was calm, reflecting a total lack of wind. Some went                 

home, but soon ripples were observed from a light Northerly wind, so hasty rigging ensued by those                 

who doubted, and the patrol boat was launched to start racing with less than a half hour delay.  

Ten helms rigged their boats, although Ivan Nicholls clearly went for a test rig and we look forward                  

to him tackling the rest of the December Series. So there were two D-Zeroes, with the large grey                  

sail rather than smaller blue sail which might be a better choice for the predicted wind for next                  

Sunday, one full-rig Laser of Ralph Kee and newcomer Bob Love launched his smaller Laser Radial.                

Also taking part were the two fast Olympic Finns of Keith Holden and Jerry Colman, Dave Batchelor                 

with an Aero 7 , Jim Whitelegg in the sprinting Gull and the worryingly competent young Peter Cope                  

in an Aero 5 . Sail areas are not the only decider of boat speed, however, and results are calculated                    

using handicaps developed by the RYA from data supplied by sailing clubs. 

Both starts were characterised by a pin-end bias resulting in much congestion but clean racing. The                

first race was a light wind affair over just two laps of the well-laid course set by MS&CC Commodore                   

Keith Poole. Dave Batchelor crept away to take line honours from your correspondent in a D-Zero,                

by 5 seconds from Keith Holden. On corrected time, however, Jim Whitelegg won by 43 seconds                

from Ralph 2nd, by just one second from Dave in 3rd. Just 29 seconds separated Keith, Peter, Jerry                  

and Andrew in 4th to 7th places respectively. Bob and Mike completed the places, the latter having                 

re-tuned his D Zero rig with disastrous results. 

The wind increased for the second race, enjoyed by all. This time Andrew took line honours in a                  

last-leg lunge for the line against Dave, but it was Dave who won the race on corrected time. Keith                   

was 4th, only 6 secs behind and there was a tie for 4th between Ralph and Jerry, who had crossed the                     

finish line at the same moment as Mike.  

So with one weekend completed Dave Batch leads comfortably with Ralph, Keith, Jim, Andrew and               

Jerry following in that order, separated by just 4 points. 

Thanks to our sponsor Watling Streetworks, Keith Poole for race officer duty, and the patrol boat                

crew of May Shiu Chan and Peter Hoosen-Owen. Photos and full results can be found on MS&CC’s                 

Facebook page. 

 

 

 


